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Aristocrat’s newest Hyperlink Slot, JAWSTM makes world 
premiere at Sycuan Casino 

 
 

Just when you thought it was safe to go back to the casino, Aristocrat Technologies is 
unleashing the video slot game everyone will be talking about, JAWS™! The new video 
slot game starts swimming its way into players’ hearts when it makes its world 
premiere today at Sycuan Casino in El Cajon, Calif. 
 
JAWS™ is based on the Academy Award®-winning film franchise and submerges the player 
in a total experience. The fun begins the minute players sit down in their chair. Then, a 
nervous flick of a finger on the “shark tooth” spin button, and the game begins. From deep 
inside the slot, the familiar spine-tingling JAWS™ theme music sets the tone, but JAWS is 
more fun than dangerous. In fact, players can win one of four Hyperlink® progressive 
jackpots and fun bonus games keep players in the “water” longer. Completing the experience, 
an electro-mechanical buoy topper lights up and sounds off a bell during game play, and 
shark “gills” cover the speakers. 
 
JAWS™ is driven by Aristocrat’s powerful GEN7™ platform, resulting in state-of-the-art video 
and amazing sound quality for some of the best slot play anywhere. Encasing the game is the 
award-winning VIRIDIAN™ cabinet, complete with blue water bubble trim and edge lighting 
that illuminates during game play.  
 
Sycuan Casino is welcoming the state-of-the-art slot experience with an entire evening of fun 
and excitement. The Champagne Showgirls will be on hand to teach people how to play 
JAWS™, hand out shark key chains and pocket toys. There will be music and much more. 
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Aristocrat Technologies Inc, is a subsidiary of Aristocrat Leisure Limited (ASX: ALL), a 
leading global provider of gaming solutions that consistently outperforms the competition. The 
Company is licensed by over two hundred regulators and its products and services are 
available in over ninety countries around the world. Aristocrat offers a diverse range of 
products and services including electronic gaming machines, interactive video terminal 
systems, electronic tables, interactive video terminal systems, electronic tables, and casino 
management systems. For further information visit the company’s website at 
www.aristocratgaming.com. 

 
Sycuan Casino: Open 24/7 and just 30 minutes from downtown San Diego, Sycuan Casino 
offers an array of exciting gaming activities, entertainment and delicious food. In addition to 
our 2,000-plus slots, we have a total of 63 table games, including blackjack, pai gow, and mini 
baccarat in addition to a 24-table non-smoking poker room. The 1,250-seat Bingo Palace 
provides traditional and video bingo. Sycuan’s Showcase Theatre features great shows and 
concerts in an intimate, up-close-and-personal venue. And customers have a choice of dining 
in our international buffet, Wachena Falls Café, Sunset Deli or Bingo Snack Bar. 
 
The Sycuan Tribal Government operates the region's premier Indian gaming and resort 
facilities, the Sycuan Casino and Sycuan Resort. Sycuan demonstrates its strong 
commitment to the San Diego region through its support of civic and charitable organizations. 
The Tribe also seeks to reinvest back into the San Diego community with a progressive 
business development effort.  
 
The Tribe also owns and operates Sycuan Ringside Promotions; the country’s first tribally 
owned boxing promotion company. Sycuan Funds is a publicly traded and professionally 
managed mutual fund. Combined, these enterprises now employ nearly 4,000 San Diegans. 

 


